
CURRENT EXHIBITIONS

Light Attraction
Galerie Lausberg
Hohenzollernstrasse 30
D-40211 Düsseldorf
www.galerie-lausberg.com
The gallery is open from Tuesday to Friday from 1pm to 6pm and by appointment.

Exhibition from March 11th until April 20th 2018

I am very pleased to announce the exhibition of my works in the Lausberg Gallery in Düsseldorf. 
This exhibition brings together a selection of my abstract photographs from the series «Pictorial» 
and «Optical». Bernd Lausberg has the speciality of defending international artists mainly related 
to abstraction and color such as Rafael Barrios, Sabine Funke, Regine Schuman ... very close to 
my sensitivity. The work of the two artists on display (Harald Schmitz-Schmelzer and myself) was 
presented by Steffen Fischer, Director of the Goch Museum in the evening of the vernissage and 
accompanied by a very beautiful concert of classical music played by young academy musicians.

http://www.traqueurdelumieres.be/lausberg-light-attraction.html
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Views of the Light Attraction exhibition at the Lausberg Gallery in Düsseldorf.
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Yves Ullens, Phoenix auction, Wavre, Belgium
March 14th 2018
www. phoenix-auction.com

Phoenix auction is a public auction house located in Wavre, Belgium and with which, I participated as 
a speaker, with Bernard Keppenne, chief economist at CBC to a conference on the subject «Art and 
the economic world».

Bernd Lausberg from the Galerie Lausberg on the left and,  
in front, Steffen Fischer, Director of the Goch museum.
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Yves Ullens, Pascal Courcelles, Seize
MM Gallery – Place du Jeu de Balle 68 – 1000 Bruxelles
Exhibition from March 22nd until April 22nd 2018
www.mmgallery.be

Marc Minjauw presents a selection of my works realized in collaboration with my friend, the Belgian 
painter Pascal Courcelles. There are many references to painting in my photographic work. I also 
like working with other artists because it’s an opportunity for me to experiment and open up to other 
creative ways. In the photo-paintings made with the complicity of Pascal Courcelles, the colored 
surface of the photograph is used as a backdrop and blends perfectly with the nuances and textures 
of the painting.
http://www.traqueurdelumieres.be/group-show-mm-gallery.html

Above : The poster of the exhibition
Below : The Journey within Colour Fantasy #1 and Luscious Colours #1
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Above : Luscious Colours #1 and Remastered Theatre of Lights #9
Below : Undulating Light Streaks
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Riga Photography Biennal 2018
June 16th -30th 2018
Riga central library, Riga, Lettonie
www.rpbiennial.com

After exhibiting my series of Coloured Meditation photographs in tribute to Mark Rothko at the 
Rothko Art Center in Daugavpils, Latvia, the exhibition continues its journey and will be shown at 
the Central Library of Riga as part of the second edition of the biennale of photography. The first biennial 
photography of Riga in Latvia was created in 2016 to promote the photographers of the Baltic 
and international countries in different cultural places of the city.

UPCOMING EXHIBITIONS
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Yves Ullens. Urban Traces Project
MM Gallery – Place du Jeu de Balle 68 – 1000 Brussels
Exhibition from November 9th until December 3rd 2017
www.mmgallery.be

Last fall, MM Gallery unveiled for the first time to the public my brand new Urban Traces Project pho-
tography series. Here are some photos of the exhibition. Thank you all for coming !
http://www.traqueurdelumieres.be/mm-gallery-urban-traces.html

PAST EXHIBITIONS

Top : the poster of the exhibition. Down : View of the exhibition
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Marc Minjauw from the MM Gallery

Partial views of the exhibition Urban Traces
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Ethnic
Spot U Art / Alexia Werrie
Tervuren, Belgium
February 28th – March 4th 2018
www.spotuart.com

Alexia Werrie proposed an exhibition on the ethnic theme with the works of the artists promoted 
by Spot U Art.
http://www.traqueurdelumieres.be/ethnic.html

Above : the invitation of the exhibition
Below : Traces #60
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Art Miami
December 5th-10th 2017
Marc Hachem Gallery Stand

Zonamaco, Mexico
February 7th - 11th 2018
Marc Hachem Gallery Stand

ART FAIRS

View of the stand

View of the stand
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Ultimate evening & photographs day sale
Phillips Londres May 18th 2018
(exhibition of artworks from May 10th until 18th 2018)
30 Berkeley Square, London
Cocktail May 15th 2018
I am pleased to announce that the last available print of one of my most beautiful pictorial works will 
be on sale at Phillips in London on May 18th.
https://www.phillips.com/auctions/auction/UK040118

AUCTIONS

Enchantment #2, Brussels (Belgium), 2008
C-Print mounted on Diasec, 3/3, 120 x 164 cm (47.2 x 64.6 inches)
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Article « Lichtjager Yves Ullens gaat architecturaal » from Anja Van Der Borght in a double page of 
Elle Décoration Belgian (Flemish version), April/May 2018, nr 2, pages 16 and 18.

PRESS
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Article « Abstractions » from Claude Laurent in the supplement Arts of La Libre Belgique nr 2, week 
from January 10th until 16th 2018.
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Here are the visuals of my works in situ from prestigious private collections in Paris and Brussels:

Coloured Constellation #1, Brussels (Belgium), 2009,
private collection Brussels (interior designer : Laurence Sonck)

Coloured Constellation #1, Brussels (Belgium), 2009,
private collection Brussels (interior designer  : Laurence Sonck)

PRIVATE COLLECTIONS
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Black & White Rhapsody #2, Kruger Park (South Africa), 2012,
Private collection Paris (architects: 3ème bureau, Bruxelles)

http://www.traqueurdelumieres.be/in-situ.html
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One of my works from the Colored Meditation series has joined the prestigious HBC collection. Since 
its founding in 1670, the Hudson’s Bay Company has been collecting works of art. Currently, the art 
collection includes more than 3,000 works of art presented in the head office in Canada, the United 
States, Germany and Belgium.
The collection in New York focuses on contemporary art and new generations artists. It proposes a 
visual journey through the most important artists of this century with a special emphasis on contem-
porary photography. The works include the great masters and the pioneers of creative photography, 
as well as pieces from a new generation of artists using new visual languages. The collection is 
managed by Lisa Baker, Director and Curator of the HBC Global Art Collection in New York.

https://hbcglobalartcollection.com/collection/yves-ullens-colored-meditation-1/

COMPANY COLLECTION


